DO YOU REMEMBER

IT WILL BE INTERESTING TO CHECK UP ON YOUR MEMORY

ABC UNLIKE ANY OTHER WRINGER TYPE
YOUR LITTLE FINGER INSTANTLY STARTS AND STOPS IT

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES MAKE ABC WORLD'S LEADER
WORLD'S FAIR WASHER

You saw it at
“A Century of Progress”
Here we give you the same talk
you heard at the ABC Exhibit . . .
How much of it do you remember?

So successful was the ABC exhibit at “A Century of Progress” that we’ll be back this year, in the Electrical Building, at the same booths. Again we will demonstrate, to thousands upon thousands of visitors, ABC’s exclusive features, advantages and unequalled values.

Never before has any washer and ironer been so widely demonstrated. People came from every state in the Union and 22 foreign countries. Never before was a product so enthusiastically received and unanimously acclaimed. The ABC Fingertip Control Washer particularly caught the eye and attention of every one—because it’s new, different, convenient, good looking. It operates like a typewriter.

Now, then, let’s see how much of the ABC Fingertip Control demonstration you remember. The following tells in about the same words the things you heard—check up on your memory.

ABC UNLIKE ANY OTHER WRINGER TYPE
YOUR LITTLE FINGER INSTANTLY STARTS AND STOPS IT
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES MAKE ABC WORLD’S LEADER
WORLD'S FAIR WASHER

You saw it at

"A Century of Progress"

Here we give you the same talk you heard at the ABC Exhibit...

How much of it do you remember?

So successful was the ABC exhibit at "A Century of Progress" that we'll be back this year, in the Electrical Building, at the same booths. Again we will demonstrate, to thousands upon thousands of visitors, ABC's exclusive features, advantages and simplicity.

Never before has any washer and ironer been so widely demonstrated. People came from every state in the Union and 23 foreign countries. Never before was a product so enthusiastically received and unani-

mously acclaimed. The ABC Fingertip Control washer particularly caught the eye and attention of everyone because it's new, different, convenient, good-looking. It operates like a refrigerator.

Now, then, let's see how much of the ABC Fingertip Control demonstration you remember. The following tale is about the same words the folks heard—chuck up on your memory.

ABC UNLIKE ANY OTHER WRENGER TYPE

No matter where you stand... front, sides, or rear... there's a Fingertip Control within your instant reach.

This is the new ABC World's Fair Model three-washer unit. It's any other wrenge-type washer on the market.

Here is the secret that controls the washer. Just a slight upward pull, inside the washer, and the control is at your fingertips. There is no need to reach around the back of this washer, swing out on the washboard, make hooks, and quick reach. A safer and convenient feature than any other washer we've seen.

This is the Agatone Property Control—no matter where you stand, front, rear, or side, at all times you are in perfect control of the washer. The Agatone washer and wringer instrument is at your disposal. Whether you are standing in front, rear, or side, this control is always within reach. It is the only one in the world to offer—it's nothing like it on the market.

CORGUTATED TUB GIVES REMARKABLE WASHING ACTION.

The slightest pressure of your hand, finger, arm, or elbow against the "Touch Release" bar instantaneously releases the wringer.

This washer release is another big ABC feature—one touch the "bar" and the wringer instantly releases. In no time at all the wringer may be easily removed in less time than it takes to pull the sheets loose, and you can continue with your wash without wait or energy.

Then, too, the wringer may be locked back and secured in 6 different positions. When you unlock the wringer to change position, the wringer automatically stops...therefore minimizing all danger in the operation... and leaves you with another washworthy advantage—each time the direction of the wringer is changed, the wringer automatically changes to the original position, not that the wringer wobbles from rotation into the "wrench" clothes or onto the floor. It's all so simple to do.

Now we come to these extra-large soft, baleen, baleen. They have four adjustable springs, two at each end, that control the 4th lb. pressure so that it is equal and properly distributed. It is unnecessary to adjust pressure by hand—it is done automatically.

IT'S THE WORLD'S MOST MODERN ABSOLUTELY SAFE WASHER

Yes, it's true. The Agatone Property Control, no matter where you stand, front, rear, or side, at all times you are in perfect control of the washer. The Agatone washer and wringer instrument is at your disposal. When you unlock the wringer, it runs smoothly, and when you turn it to the original position, it stops automatically.

ABC ADVANTAGES PATENTED. THAT'S WHY ONLY ABC HAS THEM

YOUR LITTLE FINGER INSTANTLY STARTS AND STOPS IT
Exclusive ABC French Type, Fof-Way Agitator... Washes thoroughly, yet gently... Entirely different in action... Another ABC Achievement

This Corrugated Porcelain Washing Compartment gives unmistakable and thoroughly washing results—a new exclusive ABC feature.

There is nothing like it on the market today. It is the result of years of research and development by ABC. It is a design of the utmost efficiency, and it has been tested time and time again in all kinds of washing, without them the slightest sign of injury to the garment. It is a feature that will elimina...
SOLD IN EVERY STATE IN THE UNION
AND 46 FOREIGN COUNTRIES
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